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stars in the midst
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Faruk Ates
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http://www.kurafire.net/
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Veerle Pieters
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http://www.duoh.com/veerle/
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Peter-Paul Koch
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http://www.quirksmode.org/
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Roger Johansson
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http://www.456bereastreet.com/



CSS
and the design process
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CSS is NOT a magic bullet
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Types of tools
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creating building
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Golden Mean process
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research competition exploration sketches

type imagery composition execution



blogger redesign
behind the scenes
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The refined logo
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Logotype
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NEW: Info Bold



Name it.

Choose a template.

Start posting!
Is the word Blog new to you? Let us explain what it means, and walk you 

through the different ways you can use Blogger to create your very own 

Blog! Start the Tour!

Already have a Blogger account? Sign in:

username:

password:

remember me: [?]

Home   About   Help   Store   Forgot your password?    Copyright © 2000-2003 Pyra Labs



Create an account.

Name your blog.

Choose a template.
Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain what it means, and walk you 

through the different ways you can use Blogger to create your very own 

Blog! Start the Tour!

Already have a Blogger account? Sign in:

username:

password:

remember me: [?]

Home   About   Help   Store   Forgot your password?    Copyright © 2000-2003 Pyra Labs

Push-Button Publishing



Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people



building blocks
template basics
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Phase 8: CSS

Create an account.

Name your blog.

Choose a design template.
Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain what it means, and walk you 

through the different ways you can use Blogger to create your very own 

Blog! Start the Tour!

Already have a Blogger account? Sign in:

username:

password:

remember me: [?]

Home   About   Help   Store   Forgot your password?    Copyright © 2000-2003

Push-Button Publishing

Create an account.

Name your blog.

Choose a design template.
Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain what it means, and walk you 

through the different ways you can use Blogger to create your very own 

Blog! Start the Tour!

Already have a Blogger account? Sign in:

username:

password:

remember me: [?]

Home   About   Help   Store   Forgot your password?    Copyright © 2000-2003

Push-Button Publishing
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Descendants make the change
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Descendant selectors
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★ Define rules for default case
• #main { . . . }

★ Create rules that override the default
• .exception #main { . . . }

★ Add that class/id to the body
• <body class="exception">
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Column naming conventions
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M = main

X = extra

MX  =  main | extra

XM  =  extra | main

PS  =  primary | secondary

SP  =  secondary | primary

P = primary

S = secondary
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Core templates
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-M-

M
(default)

#main {
  float: left;
  width: 100%;
  }
#extra {
  display: none;
  }

<body>
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-M- -X-

Core templates
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MX

.mx #main {
  float: left;
  width: 490px;
  }
.mx #extra {
  float: right;
  width: 200px;
  display: block;
  }

<body class="mx">
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-P--S-

Further division
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M-SP

.m-sp #primary {
  float: right;
  }
.m-sp #secondary {
  float: left;
  margin-right: 20px;
  }

<body class="m-sp">
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Changing color schemes
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<body class="cs1">

<body class="cs2">
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Add a second (color) style sheet
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index.html & default.css

color.css
(only contains color information)

+

default.css & color.css
(combined makes color scheme)

=



sweating the details
a mother’s work is never done
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T-design
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Header: border offsets
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and 4px
border

on
#header2
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Header: border offsets
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#header2 {
  position: relative;
  top: 4px;
  }

4px
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Create a blog in
3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

(You'll be done in less than 5 minutes)

Audioblogging

RECENT NEWS

Traveling during the holidays? Blog from the road with

AudioBlogger. It's as easy as leaving a voicemail and it shows up in

your blog. There's a free trial. Let's hear it.

Posted 26 Nov 2003 (by Biz)  More news…

PIMP  IT OUT IN  STYLE

Get Hoody With It! Cool Blogger

schwag is now available at the

Google Store. Go get some!

Home | About | Help | Store | Copyright © 2000-2003 Google

Username: Password: ( ? )

  Remember me ( ? )

Already have an account? Sign in:

Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people

What’s a blog?

Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain the blog concept and

the many ways you can use Blogger to do all of the things above!

Repositioning content

33

Create a blog in
3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

(You'll be done in less than 5 minutes)

Audioblogging

RECENT NEWS

Traveling during the holidays? Blog from the road with

AudioBlogger. It's as easy as leaving a voicemail and it shows up in

your blog. There's a free trial. Let's hear it.

Posted 26 Nov 2003 (by Biz)  More news…

PIMP  IT OUT IN  STYLE

Get Hoody With It! Cool Blogger

schwag is now available at the

Google Store. Go get some!

Home | About | Help | Store | Copyright © 2000-2003 Google

Username: Password: ( ? )

  Remember me ( ? )

Already have an account? Sign in:

Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people

What’s a blog?

Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain the blog concept and

the many ways you can use Blogger to do all of the things above!

#primary {
  position: relative;
  }
#btn-tour {
  position: absolute;
  top: 6px;
  right: 10px;
  width: 145px;
  height: 28px;
  }

Create a blog in
3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

(You'll be done in less than 5 minutes)

Audioblogging

RECENT NEWS

Traveling during the holidays? Blog from the road with

AudioBlogger. It's as easy as leaving a voicemail and it shows up in

your blog. There's a free trial. Let's hear it.

Posted 26 Nov 2003 (by Biz)  More news…

PIMP  IT OUT IN  STYLE

Get Hoody With It! Cool Blogger

schwag is now available at the

Google Store. Go get some!

Home | About | Help | Store | Copyright © 2000-2003 Google

Username: Password: ( ? )

  Remember me ( ? )

Already have an account? Sign in:

Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people

What’s a blog?

Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain the blog concept and

the many ways you can use Blogger to do all of the things above!
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Create a blog in
3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

(You'll be done in less than 5 minutes)

Audioblogging

RECENT NEWS

Traveling during the holidays? Blog from the road with

AudioBlogger. It's as easy as leaving a voicemail and it shows up in

your blog. There's a free trial. Let's hear it.

Posted 26 Nov 2003 (by Biz)  More news…

PIMP  IT OUT IN  STYLE

Get Hoody With It! Cool Blogger

schwag is now available at the

Google Store. Go get some!

Home | About | Help | Store | Copyright © 2000-2003 Google

Username: Password: ( ? )

  Remember me ( ? )

Already have an account? Sign in:

Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people

What’s a blog?

Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain the blog concept and

the many ways you can use Blogger to do all of the things above!

Create a blog in
3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

(You'll be done in less than 5 minutes)

Audioblogging

RECENT NEWS

Traveling during the holidays? Blog from the road with

AudioBlogger. It's as easy as leaving a voicemail and it shows up in

your blog. There's a free trial. Let's hear it.

Posted 26 Nov 2003 (by Biz)  More news…

PIMP  IT OUT IN  STYLE

Get Hoody With It! Cool Blogger

schwag is now available at the

Google Store. Go get some!

Home | About | Help | Store | Copyright © 2000-2003 Google

Username: Password: ( ? )

  Remember me ( ? )

Already have an account? Sign in:

Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people

What’s a blog?

Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain the blog concept and

the many ways you can use Blogger to do all of the things above!

Setting up the list

34

Create a blog in
3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

(You'll be done in less than 5 minutes)

Audioblogging

RECENT NEWS

Traveling during the holidays? Blog from the road with

AudioBlogger. It's as easy as leaving a voicemail and it shows up in

your blog. There's a free trial. Let's hear it.

Posted 26 Nov 2003 (by Biz)  More news…

PIMP  IT OUT IN  STYLE

Get Hoody With It! Cool Blogger

schwag is now available at the

Google Store. Go get some!

Home | About | Help | Store | Copyright © 2000-2003 Google

Username: Password: ( ? )

  Remember me ( ? )

Already have an account? Sign in:

Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people

What’s a blog?

Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain the blog concept and

the many ways you can use Blogger to do all of the things above!

#primary li {
  float: left;
  width: 98px;
  text-align: center;
  }
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#primary li a {
  display: block;
  width: 86px;
  height: 2.5em;
  padding: 75px 6px 6px;
  text-decoration: none;
  color: #666;
  }

Create a blog in
3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

(You'll be done in less than 5 minutes)

Audioblogging

RECENT NEWS

Traveling during the holidays? Blog from the road with

AudioBlogger. It's as easy as leaving a voicemail and it shows up in

your blog. There's a free trial. Let's hear it.

Posted 26 Nov 2003 (by Biz)  More news…

PIMP  IT OUT IN  STYLE

Get Hoody With It! Cool Blogger

schwag is now available at the

Google Store. Go get some!

Home | About | Help | Store | Copyright © 2000-2003 Google

Username: Password: ( ? )

  Remember me ( ? )

Already have an account? Sign in:

Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people

What’s a blog?

Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain the blog concept and

the many ways you can use Blogger to do all of the things above!

Setting up the list
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Create a blog in
3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

(You'll be done in less than 5 minutes)

Audioblogging

RECENT NEWS

Traveling during the holidays? Blog from the road with

AudioBlogger. It's as easy as leaving a voicemail and it shows up in

your blog. There's a free trial. Let's hear it.

Posted 26 Nov 2003 (by Biz)  More news…

PIMP  IT OUT IN  STYLE

Get Hoody With It! Cool Blogger

schwag is now available at the

Google Store. Go get some!

Home | About | Help | Store | Copyright © 2000-2003 Google

Username: Password: ( ? )

  Remember me ( ? )

Already have an account? Sign in:

Publish
your thoughts

Share
your photos

Post
anywhere

Connect
with people

What’s a blog?

Is the word blog new to you? Let us explain the blog concept and

the many ways you can use Blogger to do all of the things above!

    



line-height:

1.2em



around a corner
and through a door
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What’s a blog? Create a blog
in 3 easy steps:

Create an account

Name your blog

Choose a template

Publish 
your thoughts

Share 
your photos

Post 
anywhere

Connect
with people

Is the word blog new to you? We can explain and walk you through the 

different ways you can use Blogger to create your very own blog!

Rounded-corner boxes

Featured Blogs

Musings of a Catholic Convert

Ma quande lingues coalesce, li 

grammatica del resultant.

View more featured blogs »

Featured Blogs

one to many

Ma quande lingues coalesce, li 

grammatica del resultant lingue.

View more featured blogs »

38
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Sliding Doors

DESCRIPTION:

Use of two background 
images which “slide” 
together or apart

Illusion of ONE image that expands 
and contracts with text size

example 1: original

example 2: angular

example 3: deco
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Sliding doors explained

When text grows, doorway expands,
images slide apart, more of each image revealed
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text text text text text text text text text text text text 

text text text text text text text text text text text text 

text text text text text text text text text text text text 

text text text text 

Sliding doors turned sideways

box (short text) box (long text)
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Module styling

17 Dec 2003  If “Yes” is 

selected, your blog may appear 

in the Blogger directory and 

recently updated list. If you'd 

rather keep your blog private, 

select “No.” Note: Private does 

not mean the page will actually 

be protected on your server -- 

that's up to you.

12 Dec 2003  Each time you 

publish your blog, it will be 

automatically FTP’d to your 

web server. Enter your FTP 

server information here. For 

example: “ftp.yoursite.com”. If 

you do not have a web site with 

FTP access, go.

News archives » 

Blogger News .mod {
  background: url("../img/bg_mod_bot.gif") 
    no-repeat left bottom;
  padding-bottom: 6px;
  }

.mod2 {
  background: url("../img/bg_mod_top.gif") 
    no-repeat left top;
  padding-top: 6px;
  }

.mod3 {
  border: solid #E1D4C0;
  border-width: 0 2px;
  padding: 2px 10px;
  }



remote rollovers
check these out
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Remote rollovers

DESCRIPTION:

Control rollover state of 
one element remotely with 
another element



dbowman.com/photos
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How single-image rollovers work

46

manupulate revealed portion
with background position

a:hover {
  background-position: -160px 0;
  }

stopdesign.com/present/eg/ap/lane.html
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How remote rollovers work
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<ul>
  <li><a href="link"><em>Lane Becker</em></a></li>
</ul>

stopdesign.com/present/eg/ap



help!
when things go very very wrong
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Troubleshooting CSS

49

Code error Browser bug

★ Validate
★ Don’t start with IE
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Other possibilities
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★ Box model values
★ Validate HTML
★ Inheritance issue
★ Cascade

★ Turn to the community
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Layout problems (floats)
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If it’s not floated, 
float it.

If it’s floated, 
un-float it.
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How? vs Why?

52


